The aim of this work is to examine a selection of fitting algorithms for determining composition when applied to the traditional linear unmixing model for thermal infrared (TIR; ~5− 50 m or 2000 -200 cm -1 ) laboratory and remote sensing spectra. Here we outline the basic background knowledge required, discuss an alternative approach, and provide comparisons of these different algorithms using a subset of the Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security -Regolith Explorer (OSIRIS-REx) TIR blind test spectra [1]. Current methods have produced geologically relevant mineralogies and abundances for situations with additional prior knowledge (e.g., Mars [2]), however it is uncertain if these methods work similarly in situations with limited prior information. It is therefore important to fully investigate whether such methods are appropriate for observational data that lack additional contextual information (e.g., spacecraft and telescopic data), and to see what new insights a Bayesian approach may bring.
